Introduction
Decision making is as old as humanity itself. People have always made decisions (without even being aware of it), since decision making is, in fact, an integral part of everyday life. However, as life has become increasingly complex over time, it has also become necessary to master new knowledge in order to make the right decisions.
In order to support the work of individual or group decision makers with complex sets of diverse information that cross over at the psychological, technical and other levels during the decision-making process, various mathematical and computer tools have been developed to support the decision-making process. One of these tools is AHP.
Considering that the AHP is based on individual (subjective) opinion of a decision maker (DM) about decision-making issue, it is always better to make a decision in group context, as this reduces the risk of wrong assessment, as the problem is approached from different perspectives based on different knowledge and experience of decision makers, and finally, the decision made has greater legitimacy to be realized.
The objective of the research presented in this paper is to indicate the difference in significance of individual decision makers in group AHP synthesis. Basic assumption is founded on the attitude that individuality brings participants' subjectivity (education, knowledge, concentration, desire, etc.) into decision-making process, so a quality methodological procedure is necessary that would objectivise final (group) decision. Knowing the possibilities to define weights of decision makers directly contributes to the transparency of group decision.
The paper with introduction and conclusion consists of four parts. In the second part of the paper titled Analytical hierarchical process, mathematical basis of the AHP is presented. In the third section of the paper, a case study is used to present some of the methods for assigning individual weights to decision makers in group AHP. In the Conclusion -the fourth section of this paper, are pointed out key contributions of the conducted research and the directions for future research.
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The Analytical Hierarchical Process (Saaty, 1980 ) is a method of multi-criteria analysis that is widely used in the world to support individual and group decision making (Eskobar et al., 2004; Vaidya & Kumar, 2006; Altuzarra et al., 2007; Ho, 2008; Arnette et al., 2010; Subramanian & Ramanathan, 2012; Bernasconi et al., 2014) . The method is both "analytic" and "hierarchical" because a decision maker decomposes complex problem of decision-making into several decision-making elements between which he establishes hierarchy relation. The word "process" in the name of the method suggests that after the formation of the initial hierarchy of a decision making issue are allowed its iterative modifications (Saaty, 1999) . The hierarchy of the decision making issue has several levels, with the goal at the top of the hierarchy; the following level contains the criteria, while the alternatives are at the bottom. Such hierarchical setting refers to standard decision-making problem, but there are also cases where the hierarchy has four and more levels, respectively, when there are subcriteria between criteria and alternatives. Also, there are decision making issues in which the hierarchy has two levels, and then only alternatives are below the goal.
After setting the hierarchy, the decision maker compares pairs of elements at a given level of hierarchy with respect to all the elements at the higher level (superiors), in order to determine their mutual importance. In standard AHP, the elements are compared by providing linguistic (semantic) evaluations of mutual importance in relation to the elements at the higher level of the hierarchy using basic scale in the Table 1 (Saaty, 1980 ) . In addition to Saaty's scale, other scales can also be used, such as Lootsma's (Lootsma, 1988; Lootsma, 1990; Lootsma et al., 1990) , Ma & Zheng's (Ma & Zheng, 1991) , balanced, etc., but the Saaty 's scale is used mostly. Linear part of the Saaty's scale consists of integers [1, 9] , and non-linear part of its reciprocal values [1,1/9] .
When a DM at the given level of hierarchy evaluates n elements of the decisionmaking process as compared to the superior element according to the scale shown in the Table 1 , its semantic ratings according to the definitions in the left column are expressed as numerical values from the right column and recorded in a square matrix A. 
Definition
Numerical value Absolute dominance of the element i over the element j 9 Very strong dominance of the element i over the element j 7 Strong dominance of the element i over the element j 5 Weak dominance of the element i over the element j 3 The same importance of the elements i and j 1 Weak dominance of the element j over the element i 1/3 Strong dominance of the element j over the element i 1/5 Very strong dominance of the element j over the element i 1/7 Absolute dominance of the element j over the element i 1/9 (Intervalues) (2, 4, 6, 8) The matrix is positive and reciprocal (symmetrical in relation to the main diagonal). In other words, the elements from the top of triangle of the matrix are reciprocal to the elements from the bottom of triangle, and the elements on the main diagonal are equal to 1 ( ij ij a 1 a  , for every i and j; ii a1  for every i), as shown in the relation 1. (Table 2 ), but the most commonly used methods are eigenvalue method, logarithmic least square method and the method of additive normalization (Blagojević, 2015) . Due to its simplicity and frequent use, as the example shown in this paper is used the method of additive normalization (AN). To obtain a priority vector w it is enough to divide each element from the given column of the matrix A with the sum of the elements of this column (normalization), then to sum up the elements in each row and finally to divide each resulting sum with the rank of the matrix A. This procedure is described by the relations 2 and 3:
Based on the evaluation, by selected prioritization method are determined local weights of decision-making elements, and by synthesis, that is, additive synthesis, at the end are determined weights of alternatives at the lowest level in relation to the element at the highest level (goal), thus completing individual deciding using the AHP. The additive synthesis is presented with the relation 4:
where in:  In addition to the prioritization method, one of essential characteristics of the AHP is that at all levels of the hierarchy consistency of the decision makers' evaluation is checked. For testing consistency, Saaty ( 1977 ) proposed consistency ratio (CR) used in the AN prioritization method. Calculating the consistency ratio consists of two steps. In the first step, the consistency index (CI) is calculated using the relation 5:
where in:  n  the rank of the matrix;  max   the maximum eigenvalue of the comparison matrix;
In the second step, the consistency ratio (CR) is calculated as the relationship of the consistency index (CI) and the random index (RI):
The random index (RI) depends on the rank of the matrix and its values are obtained in random generation of 500 matrices (Table 3) . If the consistency ratio (CR) is lower or equal to 0, 10 the result indicates that the decision maker was consistent and there is no need for the re-evaluation (Jandrić Srđević, 2000) . If the consistency ratio (CR) is higher than 0.10, the decision maker should repeat (or modify) his evaluation in order to improve consistency.
Important feature of the AHP is sensitivity analysis of the final solution. The sensitivity analysis is carried out in order to see the extent to which the changes in the input data reflect the changes in the obtained results (Nikolić & Borović, 1996) . In order to conclude whether the ranking list of the alternatives is sufficiently stable in relation to acceptable changes in input data, it is recommended to check the priority of alternatives for different combinations of input data. This analysis is very easily performed using software packages (softwares) to support decision making. One of the most commonly used is Expert Choice, which offers five sensitivity analysis options: Dynamic, Performance, Gradient, Head to head and 2D . The analysis can be done based on the goal or any other element in the hierarchy. Sensitivity analysis based on the goal node shows the sensitivity of alternatives to all elements in the hierarchical tree structure.
The stability of the results is performed using dynamic sensitivity analysis (option Dynamic). If the rank of the alternatives remains unchanged when alternating the importance of the main criteria by 5% in all combinations, the result is considered to be stable (Hot, 2014 ) . The AHP algorithm implementation is shown in the (Hot, 2014) In the AHP there are several ways to consolidate individual decisions in group equivalents (Blagojević, 2015) :
 Aggregation of Individual Priorities -AIP;  Aggregation of Individual Judgments  AIJ;  Consensus Model Convergence  CCM;  Geometric Cardinal Consensus model  GCCM; However, the synthesis of individual results of the AHP application and making group decision requires prior determination of individual weights of decision makers. This is a specific problem, which is especially difficult if there is no institutional framework defining this issue. Therefore, in this paper several possibilities of determining the criteria for defining weights of individual members of the group are presented.
Possibilities of defining individual weights of group members
According to the described methodology for the implementation of the AHP, it is discussed the hierarchy of decision making problems taken from (Lukovac, 2016) , Figure 2 , which consists of three levels. (Lukovac, 2016) The goal is to "rank" the persons who can be included as assessors in the process of assessing the performance of drivers, and it is at the top of the hierarchy.
The ranking criteria are at the following  intermediate level, which include:  Knowledge of the work to be evaluated (K1);  The best possible insight into the work to be evaluated (K2);  Objectivity, impartiality, in the evaluation process (K3); Alternatives (participants in evaluating assessors) represent the subjects of ranking and they are at the lowest level of the hierarchy, which are:
 Superior (A1);
 Dispatcher (A2);  Colleague (A3);  Client (A4);  Self-assessment (A5); The expert group consisted of twenty decision makers (DMs) to which the assessment of the performances of direct executors -the drivers, was one of the obligations arising from the functional duty they performed. The decision makers compared the elements presented in a hierarchy in pairs using Expert Choice 2000 software, which automatically calculates the reciprocal values, so consequently only the elements in the so-called upper triangles of the comparison matrices are evaluated. The comparison matrices of the decision makers are presented in Tables 4  to 10 . Table 4 . The comparison matrices of DM 1to DM 3 As during the implementation of dynamic alteration in sensitivity analysis of all important criteria by 5% in all combinations (optional Dynamic in Expert Choice software), there was no change in ranking of alternatives, the final results of the conducted individual AHP can be considered stable.
Since all DMs performed all the evaluations, the information base is complete, and thus is fulfilled one of the conditions for starting group syntheses of individual priority vectors from the Table 11 . However, the synthesis of the individual results of the AHP application into a group decision requires prior defining of individual weights of DMs. By means of the case study, five methods for assigning individual weights to decision makers are considered (Lukovac, 2016) .
"The first method" is to assign equal weights to all DMs and then synthesize a group decision (Srđević et al. 2004 ). This approach, however, does not treat individual DM consistency and is subject to manipulation and other irregularities. For example, if a DM had personal motive (relative-friendly relations, possibility of corruption, etc.), his ratings could be adjusted and/or inconsistent (to better rank the desired candidates) and would not have suffered any consequences in relation to his inconsistency (weights would remain the same as at other DMs).
According to this approach, in the specific case the weight ( k  ) of all DM would be 0. 05 ( 
 
). "The second method" is to assign to DMs the weights based on the values of Spearman's correlation coefficient which shows the compatibility of the individual DM with the reference group decision where also his decision was taken into account (Srđević et al., 2009 ). Spearman's correlation coefficient ( S ) is calculated according to the relation 7. a by reference list and by list compared to the reference, and n is the number of alternatives. In a group context, the relation 7 is applied to each of the combinations (group list, the list for k th member of the group, that is, the Spearman's coefficient is calculated according to the number of the members of the group). Spearman's coefficient value may vary between theoretical values of  1 and 1. When the value approaches to 1, the indication is that the ranks are the same or similar, and when the value approaches to zero and  1, the ranks are reverse, or negatively correlated.
In this case, the highest weight obtains the DM whose decision was the closest to the group decision (the DM having the highest value of Spearman's coefficient), while the smallest weight obtains the DM whose decision was the furthest from the group decision. All DMs are scaled according to the value of Spearman's coefficient.
For the purpose of calculating the weights of DMs under this possibility, in the considered case, the first thing to be done is making group decision. Two basic and most commonly used ways for obtaining group decision in the AHP are the AIP and the AIJ (Ramanathan & Ganesh, 1994; Forman & Peniwati, 1998) .
For consolidating individual decisions into the group one, in this case, the AIP method is used, which is characteristic for two aggregations: 
The weights of group members ( k  ) are also previously additionally normalized. In the Table 12 are shown the results of the AIP synthesis of the individual DM priority vectors from the Table 11 Table 12 it can be seen that the identical values of group vector are obtained of alternatives priorities for both aggregations of the AIP synthesis (WAMM and GMM). With the synthesis carried out it is fulfilled the condition for calculating Spearman's correlation coefficient for every DM, respectively, for comparing individual DM decisions with a reference, group decision. In the Table 13 are shown the weights ( k  ) assigned to the DM based on the obtained Spearman's coefficient of DM based on the correlation 7. "The third method" is to determine the weights of the DMs based on their competency for solving given decision making problem (Lukovac, 2016) . According to this approach, the competency coefficient for each DM is calculated. The obtained competence coefficients are later additionally normalized and assigned as weights of DMs. In the Table 14 are shown the weights ( k  ) assigned to the DMs by the value calculated according to their competence ration according to the approach developed in (Lukovac, 2016) . "The fifth method" is that the weights of the DMs are determined by the consistency ratio (CR) and total Euclidean distance (ED), explained in (Srđević et al., 2009 ). This possibility was developed in (Blagojević et al. , 2010) as a method consisting of the following steps:
1. For every DM, CR and ED are calculated from all comparison matrices; 2. All CR values for every DM are summed separately, and then the same procedure is repeated for ED values; 3. The reciprocal values of the CR and ED values are calculated for every DM; 4. Additive normalization is performed (the reciprocal value of a sum for one DM is divided by a sum of reciprocal values of the sums of all DMs), especially for CR and ED ; 5. For every DM, the mean value of the normalized values of CR and ED is calculated and it is adopted as its weight in the group AHP decision, respectively, k (NormCr NormED) / 2   . Based on the data from the comparison matrices shown in (Lukovac, 2016) , for the considered AHP example, in the Tables 16  19 the calculation of the weights of DMs based on CR and ED is described. 
Conclusions
Decision making, especially at the strategic level, requires more participants in the decision-making process (experts), who have different preferences depending on institutional placements, interests, skills, education and the like. In order to maximally objectify group context, in the procedure of synthesis of individual decisions , in this paper, using specific case, several possibilities for grading individual preferences of decision makers in group AHP synthesis are presented.
It is important to emphasize also the difference between the terms "joint" and "group" decision. In the first case it is implied the consensus, and in the second not necessarily. Group context treated in this paper fits to another case, no harmonization is performed, no consultation among participants, and the results of individual evaluations are consolidated later.
Further research should be directed towards analyzing the AHP synthesis results for the shown possibilities of assigning weights to decision makers. The subject of the research should also be directed towards the consensus of decision makers and the so-called joint decision.
